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ABSTRACT 

Cross sections for K vacancy production by 4.88 GeVprotonson 

elements between Ni and U have been measured. These cross sections lie 

approximately a factor of two above the Binary EncOlmter and Plane Wave 

Born Approximation predictions. To partially explain these deviations, 

we argue that an additional contribution doe to the interaction between 

the currents of the projectile and target electron nrust be added. these 

theories. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years nruch effort has been devoted to measuring cross 

sections for K vacancy production by energetic protons and alpha 

particles in meditnnheavyand heavy elements} Most of this work has 

been done at energies between a hundred keV and 30 MeV per nucleon. 

Three theories exist that predict the cross .sections: the Binary 

Encounter Approximation (BEA), 2,3 the Plane Wave Born APproximation 

(PWBA),4 qnd the Semiclassical Approximation (SCA).5 To first order, 

thesl1 theories predict that the K vacancy cross sections should fit 

on a universal curve and should be a function only of the K shell 

binding energy UK' the atomic number of the projectile Zl' and the 

ratio of the projectile vel.ocityto the velocity of the electron in 

the Kshell vl/vK. Nearly all of the data taken fits the universal 

curve to within approximately a factor of two. 

K vacancy production by very relativistic protons has not yet 

been examined. l Non-relativistically, the cross sections depend on 

just the ratio vl/vK and hence one can actually examine the high energy 

part of the universal curves by measuring K vacancy production cross 

sections by moderately energetic protons on very light elements. Thus 

far, though, these non-relativistic measurenients6 have not exceeded 

v1/vK ~ 2.16. With 4.88 GeVprotons, it is possible to obtain 

vl/vK ~ 5 (on Ni) which is nruchlarger than any previous measurement. 

In addition to the large vl/vK' however, there is the possibility that 

additional relativistic effects on the cross sections may be investi~ 

gated. Previously the highest energy work has been done. with 160 MeV 
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protons ,7 where no dramatic deviation from the nonrelativistic PWBA 

theory was fOlllld. The cross sections simply decreased·roughly as the 

inverse square of vl/vK' as predicted by the PWBA and BEA theories. 

The authors of that work compared their results with relativistically 

calculated cross sections for K vacancy production by incident electrons, 

suggesting that at proton energies slightly higher than 160 MeV, 

relativistic effects may cause the cross section to rise again. 

We originally undertook this work in order to test whether such 

a rise in the cross section may be observed at 4.88 GeV. In Section II 

of this paper we present our experimental work and final cross sections, 

which are higher than the BEA and PWBAtheorypredictions. To partially 

explain these deviations we show that an additional term nrust be added 

to the BEA or PWBA section. 

While those theories adequately account for the interaction 

between the static Coulomb fields of the projectile and target electrons, 
I 

they neglect the additional interaction between the currents of the two 

h d '·1 8-11 Th·· .. h ld b carge partlc es. 1S current-current 1nteract10n s ou e 

important in this case since the projectile current has S :=:::1. In 

almost all data previously taken, S was small; hence, that contribution 

could be neglected .. The Kvacancy cross sections are calculated in 

Section III and are compared with experimental results in Section IV .. 

I I • EXPERIMENT 

The experimental configuration is schematically illustrated in· 

Fig. 1. Protons of 4.88 GeV from the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

Bevatron passed through a 0.0254-mm Ag monitor foil, a 0.00608 to 

I • 
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0.0508 nun target foil,. a scintillation paddle , an ion chamber, and 

a 1V monitor paddle with negligible energy loss. A horizontally placed 

Si(Li) detector viewed the target at right angles to the beam, and a 

Ge(Li) planar detector, facing upward, likewise viewed th~ target at 

right angles to the beam. The target was til ted vertically by 45 0 and 

was rotated by 45 0 so that its nonnal was 60 0 to the beam and its. 

plane face was 45 0 from both the Si(Li) and Ge(Li) detectors. Both 

detectors also viewed the Ag monitor foil, which was placed 10 em 

upstream from the target. To make deadtime corrections, pulses from 

each detector fired a fast discriminator which supplied one pulse 

every hundred pulses to trigger a pulser on the opposite detector. The 

number of pulses triggered (Pin) was recorded and later the number of 

pulses counted (p ) was found. The deadtime correction (p. /p -1) c In c 

varied between 0.4% and 50%. 

To monitor the beam intensity we relied on an ion chamber coupled 

to an electromet~r and integrator to integrate the relative intensity 

of the beam from run to run. The absolute intensity of the beam was 

found by irradiating a O.gS-em-thick graphite target and then we off

line counted the annihilation radiation from the S+ decay of lIe· 

fonned in the l2e (p,pn)11e reaction. Since the lIe reaction has a known 

(interpolated) cross section for 4.88-GeV protons, 28 ± 0.6 mb,12,13 

the absolute number of protons passing through the carbon target and 

ion chamber could be found. Seven calibration runs were taken. The 

measured number of particles per ion chamber reading varied by less 

than 2%. 
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To obtain cross, sections insensitive to the uncertainty in the 

detector deadtime, we measured all of the x-ray yields relative to the 

yield of Ag Ka x-rays observed in the monitor foil which, together 

with the detectors, remained in a fixed position throughout the entire 

experiment. For some 40 runs we averaged the quantity 

x = C(AgKa) 
I.C. 

p. 
ln 

(1) 

where C (AgKa) is the counts observed in the monitor foil, I. C. is the 

ion chamber reading, and p. /p is the pulser-measureddeadtime correcln c 

tion. The yield for an x-ray of energy E Was found by: x 

y = 
C(E ) x photons/proton, C(AgKa) (2) 

where P is the number of protons per ion chamber reading, F(E ) is the , x 

detector efficiency, C(Ex) is the counts observe~ in the x-ray peak of 

energy Ex ,and Ais the correction for air and Be attenuator absorption. 

To obtain cross sections, this yield was divided by the target atom 

density and effective thickness [1 - exp(-llt)]/ll, where t is the thick

ness of the tilted target and ll(Ex) is the attenuation coefficient of 
, ,'. 14 

the target fluorescent x-rays in the target materlal. The cross 

sections for the Kaand KS peaks (where separable) were then added, 

and the neutral atbm fluorescent yield15 was used to convert the x.,.ray 

cross sections to vacancy cross sections~ 

The uncertainties in these procedures were as follows: 

(1) Protons per ion chamber reading (counting statistics, 

HC cross section, S+ counter efficiency, graphite 
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target thickness): ±4% 

8 

(2) Detector efficiency: ± 8% Si (Li) , ± 14% Ge (Li) 

(3) Average number of deadtime correctedAg Ka counts 

per ion chamber reading (x»):± 13% Ge{Li), ± ,7% Si (Li) 

(4) Target angle, thickness, absorption coefficient: ±2% 
.' 

(5) ", Counting statistics, including variation from run to 

run:' ±2 - 10% . 

Inaddftion, oile other correction for target thickness needs tO,be 

made. Plots of the 'cross sections as a function of target thickness 

(Fig. 2) show that there is a definite trend for the observed cross 

sections to increase with target thickness. This is due mainly to 

two secondary processes:7 (1) protons making energetic secondary 

electrons in the target which excite K vacancies, and (2) protons 

making secondary electrons which emit 'bremsstrahlung radiation in 

collisions with other target nuclei, which photoelectrically excites 

K vacancies. For thin targets, the fonner process increases the cross 

section linearly with target th,ickness; the, latter process increases 

it quadratically. 

To adjust our measured cross sections to zero target thickness 

we have used theoretical, though approximate, expressions for processes 

(1) and (2) and have semiempirically fit these expressions to the data 

obtained when many different target thicknesses were used. The 

uncertainty in this correction is at least as large as the correction 

itself, which in no case was more than 12%. The final cross sections 

are listed in Table I together with the correction for finite target 

thickness and the total uncertainty. 
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I I I • 'TIIEORY 

A. . PlarteWaveBoTIiApproxiniation 

The electromagnetic interaction between a swift charged particle 

and an atomic electron can be subdivided into two tenns: 8-ll the 

unretarded static Coulomb interaction and the interaction between the 

currents of the two particles. Both are responsible for the transfer 

of momentum from the projectile to the electron, causing Kvacancy 

fonnation. 
. 2 7-+ . -+.-+ 

The Coulomb interaction, Zle / I r-r j I, where r and rj 

are the position vectors of the projectile and electron respectively, 

can b: written as a Fourier integral 21 e2 /2~i elk k -2e,q,[ ik. (;-';: j J] • 
where k serves to transfer momentum from the projectile to the electron. 

The current-current interaction may be viewed as the emission and 

reabsorption of· a photon with momentum 11k. Emission of a photon by . 
-+ A -+-+ 

the incident particle has a matrix element Zlec<x . Asexp(ik.r), where 
-+ 

As is the photon's polarization vector and <X is the current operator 

for the particle. Absorption by the electron is proportional to the 
-+ -+ -+ -+' 

matrix element of eC<Xj ·Asexp(ik·rj ). The implication of this view 

is that the current-current interaction may be evaluated equivalently 

in two ways: one can either proceed to evaluate these matrix ~lements by 

using the .PWBA·or we may use the completely classical Weizsacker

Williams method of virtual photons. The Plane Wave Born method is 

discussed first. 

Using the PWBA, the cr()ss·section for exciting an electron from 

state 0 to n while simultaneously producing a momentum loss in the 
-+ -+ -+.. 11 

projectile of q = p"'"p' IS gIven by 
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-+ -+ 2 
do- = ~ 1 ( p'n 1 H

1
0 nt 1 po> I· q dq , 

n 27Th 4v/ 
(3) 

where vI is the projectile velocity. From the preceding arguments the 

matrix element is given by 

-+ -+ zl e
2 f-+ 

( plnl Hint 1 pO> = 27r2 x elk ( P I 'I exp (ik . r) .1 p > (n 1 ~ exp (ik . r . ) 1 0 > 1
-+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ 

J J 

-+ -+ A -+ -+ -+ -+ A -+. -+ ! 
+ ~. (p I 1 a.' A exp (ik . r) I p > (n 1 ~ a. 0 • A exp (ik . r . ) 1 0 > '. 

.5 2 2 J J S J 
k - (En/hc) 

(4) 

where Zl is the projectile charge, En (=En-Eo) is. the energy of the 

excited state, and the sum ~ stands for the sum over intermediate states 

which have an emitted photon and either the electron or projectile in an 

excited or de-excited state. The matrix elements depend on the spin of the 

particle and other relativistic variables, and the square ·of the matrix 

element must be averaged over these quantities. Por the'moment we will 

neglect these complications, however, and the matrix elements may be re-

duced, using 

(5) 

-+ -+ 

Where B = VI/C. 

The first term in Eq. (4) is the Coulomb interaction, which exerts 
-+ -+-+ 

a force parallel to q = p-p' and is therefore called "longitudinal". 

The interaction through virtual photons is "transverse" because the 

photon fields are perpendicular to~. Following Fano 11 and 
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d<Y = n 
4 · 2 4 

nZ1e 

2 
vI 

~.+ A 
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qdq, (6) 

~ A 

is the component of B perpendicular to q, and where B
t 

= S - (B'q)q 

F (q) = E. (nlexp(iq·-;.)Io> , 
n' J . J 

~ ~ ~.~ 

G (q) = E.(nla.exp(iq·r)IO> • 
n . J J 

(7) 

No interference between the longitudinal and transverse e~itations is 

present because atomic states of different parity are excited by the 

different interactions. 

The evaluation of P (q) is well understood.4. The evaluatiOll of ,n c ." 

~ ~ 

Gn(q) has been done>also. Where n is a continuum state, Gn(q) can be 

recognized as the matrix element for the photoelectron absorption of 

high-energy photons. In the spirit of the evaluation of Pn(q) , 

nonrelativistic one-electron Is and continuum wav~functions are used 
~ -+ ~ 

and we equate a. with v./c = 
J J 

(iE /hc)r .. 
n' J 

P · h 16 h . 1S er . as gtven 

Z6 exp {2Z/k arc tan[2Zkj(k2-z2_q2)H 

[(q2+Z2+k2)2_2q2k2]2 [1-exp(-2nZ/k)] 
., (8) 

where k2/2 = E is the continuum energy and Z is the target atomic 

charge (elsewhere Z2)' To obtain the total K vacancy cross section 

we need only integrate q from Ci.min = En/hv = (UK+E)/hv to '\nax =Ipl:::::oo 

and over the continutun energy E. Introducing the variables 

2 ,1, 2 / 2 d k2/ 2 f· d . h . '.. x = cos 'I' = '\nin q an y = Z' we ill t.e transverse eXCItatIon 
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cross section after a few manipulations: 

2 where g(nK,8 } is a universal function given by 

2 _ Joo , -111 (l-x)dx gCnx,B ) - "dy(l+y) '2 2 
, 0 0 (1-8 x) 

s:!EJ2/vyarc tan [2Vy/(y-l-P)]} 
x 22' 
[(P+ 1 +y) -2yP] [l-exp ( -2n/fi) ] 

2 " 2 
with P = (l+y) /4nj(C and 11K = (v1/vK) 

We shall discuss the numerical evaluation of g(nK,B2) over a wide 

range of 8 2 and nK in a later publication. Here, we shall concentrate 

our attention On the case in which B2~1, where the integral over x is 

strongly peaked at x=1. We can approximate Eq.(10) by letting x=l 

for all but the peaking factor, reducing the double integral to two 

single integrals: 

2 00 -1 { , " 'l 
g(nK,B ) ~ J,l (l-x}dx i dy(l+y) x exp 2fVy arc tan [2VYI(y-l-P) h (11) 
'2 2, 2 2 ' " 

" '0 (1-13 x) 0 [(P+l+y) -2yP] [1-exp(-2n//y)]. 

= [In(y2) -S2Jj 134 g' (nK) , 

.' 2 2 -1/2 when ,P 1S now (l+y) 14nK and y = [1-8] . We have found numerically 
-3 that g'(nK)is a slowly varying function which changes from S.7xlO 

, -3 
for nK = 1 to 6.6xlO for nK = 00. 

Finally, it may be shown that in the limits of 'q . ~'O or nK~oo , 
,,' m1n 

one may evaluate Gn(q} by making the dipole approximation, i.e., 
-+ -+ 

setting exp (iq . r) = 1. The matrix element is then the same as that 

given by Bethe and Salpeter17 and, following a similar analysis,we 

obtain g(nK~ (0)=6.6xlO- 3. Hence in the dipole approximation, the 

transverse cross section is given by 

(10) 
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a ~ = 1. 056.x 10
4 z/ /z~ [In(y2) -82]/82 (barns). (12) 

B. The Classical Evaluation 

The form of the matrix element for the current-current interaction 

suggests that one may use the Weizsacker-Williamsmethod of virtual 
. . 18 19 photons.' We review this method in the following section. 

The field of a projectile passing by an electron with an impact .. 

parameter b has a spectrum of virtual quanta given by the square of 

the Fourier transform of the time-dependent electric field: 

where 

dN(w,b) = 
d(hw) 

c I -+ 2 
21T(hw) E(w,b) I , 

E(w,b) = f ClOdt E (t) eiwt 

-!Xl 

(13) 

and the time integral is over a trajectory with a given projectile 

velocity and electron-projectile impact parameter. To obtain the total 

spectrum, we integrate over impact parameter: 

dN(w) 
d(hwJ 

where x = wbmin , y =. (1-S2fl/2, and K (x) are the usual modified· yv -n 

Bessel functions. For x« 1, the spectnnn can be approximated by: 

(15) 
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So far we have not specified b .. A non-zero choice of b. must be . nun . nun 

made in order to obtain a nondivergent spectnun. The choice usually made 

in these problems is to use the radius of electron shell from which 

excitation occurs, which in this case is the K shell radius aK. The 

argument for this choice is that for impact parameters less than aK the 

expansion of the interaction into'multipoles fails and the dipole 

approximation can no longer be trusted. Other arguments have been 

given. 20 Unfortunately, the final results will not be insensitive to 

the choice of bmin . 

Photons of energy hwx > UK can photoelectrically excite K electrons 

giving a net cross section 

(16) 

where Wo is the cutoff frequency 1.123 'Yf3c/aK, and OPE is the photo

electric cross section per atom given by 

(17) 

. b· d 21 (16·)" d Followmg Kol ensve t, 15 1ntegrate 

(with approximations) and we find 

t 4 2 2 . .. 2 2· 2 . 
OK = 1. 056 x 10 Zl/Z2 [In(2.4nK y ) - 13 ]/13 (barns). (18) 

Except for the factor In 2.4nK' this is equivalent to the dipole - PWBA. 

In the range ofl1'K that we are interested in, this factor makes a large 

difference in OK t, hence the Weizsacker-Williams method will not be a 

good approximation. 
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One can possibly improve the classical calculations by introducing 

more sophisticated expressions for the virtual photon fie1d22 and by 

. using fully retarded expressions for the photoelectric cross section. 

Such an approach, however, is liable to be more complicated than the 

PWBAmethod for which we already have results. 

C. The Total Cross Section 

In using the classical method one generally adds to the Weizsacker

Williams cross section the integrated cross section for the Rutherford 

scattering of the electron from the projectile with an energy transferi8 

E > UK (valid for very large 11 K). At this point a discussion about the 

integral over impact parameters is generally made. The Weizsacker

WilliaJllS cross section was integrated. over impact parameters b > aK, and 

is therefore a distant collision cross section. The Rutherford cross 

section, representing the interaction between the static Coulomb fields, 

is a close collision cross section. It is generally thought that on~ 

should be careful not to double-count impact parameters, i.e., one 

should just take the Rutherford Cross section integrated from b ::; 0 

to 18,19 
aK• 

We would like to emphasize that since the Weizsacker-Wi1liams and 

Rutherford cross sections come from two different interactions, they 

should both be integrated over all impact parameters, hence there should 

be no concern about double counting. The only reason why the Weizsacker-

Williams cross section was not integrated to b ::; 0 was to obtain a 

nondivergent virtual photon cross section. This is just a peculiarity 

of the method. The total cross section is therefore given by summing 

(19) 
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where cr~.canbe either the PWBA, BEA, orSCA cross section for the 

Coulomb,interaction and cr~ can be either the Weizsacker-Williams or the 

PWBAcross section for the current-current interaction. 

IV. DISCUSSION 
" 

In Fig. 3 we compare the experimental cross sections to two theoret-

ical calculations. The classical calculation is obtained by adding the 

Weizsacker-Williams cross section to the BEA cross section. l The BEA 

theory accounts for the Rutherford scattering of an electron of velocity 
+ + 
v2 by a projectile with velocity vI giving an energy transfer s. A 

fonnula like (2) is used except that an additional average over the 
+ + 

directi~n of vI and v2 and the initial electron speed v2 is done. For 

the PWBA cross sections, the longitudinal contribution is given by 

Khandewal et al. 23 The transverse contribution was obtained by 

numerically evaluating Eq.(lO). Based on our earlier discussion, we 

believe the remarkable agreement between the classical calculation 

and experiment is fortuitous. 

The transverse excitation contribution clearly brings the PWBA 

evaluation closer to experiment, though perfect agreement is still not 

obtained. It is curious that the deviations are more pronounced for 

the higher Z elements where nX is smallest and indeed overlaps previous 

measurements. Whether this indicates the importance of a relativistic 

term in (aZ)n we cannot say. 

I h b . t d t that th'e B th A' . t· 24,25 t as een p01n e ou e e pprox1ma 10n agrees 

quite well with our experimental results. The Bethe Approximation 

incorporat~s the transverse as well as longitudinal contributions, but 
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is based on the dipole approximation to matrix elements of exp(iq·r) 
-+ -+-+ 

and a. exp(iq·r). The approximation predicts a ratio of experiment to " 

theory of 1.4 for Ni and 1.0 for U which is considerably better than 

our evaluation. However, we question the validity of the dipole 

approx~,~;~n in these cases where q~ - [4hKf 1/2 is of the order of 

0.1-0.5 instead of O. While for the transverse contribution the dipole 

approximation seems adequate (see Eq.(ll)) , it does not seem appropriate 

for the longitudinal contribution. Comparing Khandewal's23 miversal 

function f(n K, 8K-l) for the longitudinal cross section with the dipole 

approximation to it, we find serious disagreements for nK ~ 5 (Z2 ~ 60" 

for 4.88 GeV protons). The fully retarded matrix element is smaller 

than the dipole approximation; hence,the better agreement'for the 

heavy-Z, low 11K elements is fortuitous. 

We have used the PWBA to calculate the transverse excitation con-

tribution to systems other than 4.88-GeV protons. Basically, the 

contribution is negligible in all heavy-particle data that have ever been 

taken. For instance for 30-MeV p + Ti, the contribution only increases 

OK by 3.3 x 10-4. The second highest velocity measurement was made with 

l60-MeV protons by Jarvis et a1. 7 There, the contribution ranges ,from 

4.2 x 10-3 for Tito 2.6 x 10-3 forU. These results are not surprising', 

since in all of ,these cases, the projectile current has 13 2 « 1. Hence, 

the current -current interaction is expected to be small. 

Finally we show how the total PWBA cross section behaves,at even 

higher energies. Since the longitudinal cross section Q.epends only on 

the ratio of the projectile velocity to the Kelectron velocity, the 

higher energy behavior of this cross section is expected to be constant 
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for T ~ 5 GeV. However, the transverse contribution rises like the log 

y2, hence the total cross section also rises. Figure 4 shows the K cross 

sections for protons on Snas a function of kinetic energy up to 10,000 

GeV. It is interesting now to return to the poi'nt made by Jarvis et al. 7 

By comparing proton-induced K excitation cross sections with relativis

tically calculated electron-induced K excitation cross sections, they 
I 

had previously suggested the kind of rise that is shown in this curve. 

However, the reason the electron K excitation curve rises is because of 

the transverse term. In fact, the behavior of the longitudinal and 
21 transverse -contributions in the electron theory isqua1itative1y 

similar to that displayed in Fig. 4. The longitudinal part approaches 

a constant at high incident electron energies, while it is the transverse 

contribution that causes the crosS section to rise. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Cross sections for K vacancy production by 4.88-GeV protons were 

measured, and they disagreed significantly with the BEA and PWBA pre

dictions. We argue that the BEA and PWBA theories of K vacancy produc-

tion are correctly extended to relativistic energies when the correct 
2 velocity vI = f3c is used in the scaling parameter (v/vK) .. , Those 

theories only account for the interaction between the static Coulomb 

fields of the projectile arid target electrons. Besides this, Ii contri-

but ion due to the . interact ion between the projectile and electron currents 

must be added to these cross' sections. 

The transverse interaction between charged particles and matter has 
: 11, 

previously been included in calculations of stopplng powers and 

K d . b ° °d 1 21 -vacancy pro uctlon y lnCl ent e ectrons . The reason why it has 

not been mentioned in connection with K-vacancy production by protons 

and heavy ions is because in all previous measurements of this' kind the 

incident projectile velocity had f3 « 1, and the transverse term was 

entirely negligible. Many relativistic proton accelerators exist 

throughout the world and we hope that this eJg>eriment will inspire 

others to more fully examine the contribution of the transverse inter-

action to inner shell vacancy production. 
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TABLE 1. K vacancy cross sections from 4. 88-GeV protons .. 

Finite 
target 
thiclmess 

0 correction 
Z2 (barns) . (%) 

Ni 210 ± 25 2.2 

Zr 10.2 ± 12 4.0 

!Vb 94 ± 12 5.6 

Ag 58 ± 10 11.8 

Th 31 ± 7 10.7 

Ta 22 ± 4 6. 7 

Pt 18 ± 4 0.7 

Au 17 ± 3 2.8 

Pb 15 ± 3 2.7 

U 11 ± 3 1.9 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing experimental apparatus. layout. FD: 

fast discriminator; Amp: amplifier, pileup rej ector. 

Fig. 2. Experimental cross section versus target thickness. Error bars 

are relative error only. Curve gives approximation to quadratic 

thickness dependence. 

Fig. 3. Ratios of experimental cross sections for 4.88-GeVprotons to 

theory. Lines are drawn to guide the eye only. Error bars are 
5t . t 

included for °' expl (O'pWBA + O'pWBA) only. 

Fig. 4. Very high-energy behavior of p + Sn cross section calculated 

by. using the PWBA. 
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r---------LEGAL NOTICE---------....... 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned righ ts. " 
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